Recently, we considered the fully connected competing Kuramoto model with uniform intrinsic frequency distribution g(ω). This competing Kuramoto model assigns two opposite-sign coupling constants K1 < 0 and K2 > 0 to 1 − p and p fractions of nodes, respectively. In our previous paper, we briefly reported a rich phase diagram that includes incoherent (IC), π, and traveling wave (TW) phases and abnormal properties of a hybrid phase transition that occurs through an intermediate metastable π state. Here, we present the detailed derivation of the self-consistent equations, the phase diagram, and physical properties of the hybrid phase transition from the incoherent to π with the critical exponent βp = 2/3. Next, we extend our study to the case that oscillators locate on structured random networks. Within the heterogeneous mean-field scheme, phase diagram and transition types are overall similar to those on the completely connected networks. However, numerical simulations on the structured networks produce different results. When the mean degree of the structured networks is small, TW state does not appear and transition types are changed, in contrast to the mean-field solutions on the annealed random networks, which predict TW states under appropriate control parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Kuramoto model (KM) [1] is a coupled phase oscillator model which exhibits a synchronization transition from an incoherent to a synchronized state. This model is written asθ
where θ i denotes the phase of oscillator i, ω i is the natural frequency of an oscillator i which follows a distribution g(ω), K is the coupling constant with positive sign, and N is the number of oscillators in the system. We note that each oscillator has interactions with all other oscillators, which is conventionally used as a mean-field type model. This KM has served as a prototypical model to understand synchronization phenomena in diverse realworld systems ranging from biological systems such as fireflies flashing to physical systems such as electric power grids [2] [3] [4] . In the original KM, g(ω) takes a Gaussian distribution, and a continuous synchronization transition occurs as the coupling strength K is increased. The coupling constant is not necessarily positive, but can be generalized to a mixture of positive and negative constants when the system contains competing interactions. Here we consider a KM with such competing coupling constants, inspired by neural networks with excitatory and inhibitory couplings between neurons, and by spin glass systems with ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions. Such competing interactions, for instance, in spin glass systems, often lead to the frustration of magnetic ordering and the emergence of a glass state. Metastable slow dynamics proceeds across the free energy landscape. Accordingly, one may expect similar * bkahng@snu.ac.kr metastable behaviors to arise in the competing KM (c-KM).
The KM with competing interaction was first considered by Daido [5] a long time ago. He used the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick type random coupling constant K ij between all pairs of oscillators (i, j), which follows a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and a finite standard deviation. Under such competing interactions, several interesting behaviors were noticed, for instance, quasi-entrainment, diffusive dynamics in phase space and slow power-law decay of coherence. Furthermore, the potential existence of glassy-oscillating state, leading to the so-called volcano transition was suggested [5, 6] .
Meanwhile, Hong and Strogatz [7] [8] [9] considered a tractable KM with node-based random couplings {K i }, in which 1 − p fraction of nodes have negative coupling constant K 1 < 0, while the remaining nodes have positive coupling constant K 2 . The authors adopted a Lorentzian g(ω) and used the Ott-Antonsen (OA) ansatz [10, 11] , finding that the synchronized state of this c-KM can be characterized by the dynamics of two groups of oscillators roughly separated by an angle π in the phase space. They are either static or traveling.
The OA method has been successful in the bifurcation analysis of several KMs with unimodal g(ω) such as the Lorentzian distribution [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] 19] . That is because a N → ∞ continuum of oscillator degrees of freedom are exactly reduced to a few coupled modes. The WatanabeStrogatz method is also useful to reduce the degrees of freedom of the coupled nonlinear equations of N identical oscillators [7, [14] [15] [16] . The order parameter dynamics is exactly calculable in these OA and Watanabe-Strogatz reducible systems. However, for a uniform distribution, reduction is hardly achieved. Instead, one can at best seek for the stationary solution using the complex selfconsistency (SC) equation.
In our previous paper [17] , we considered a c-KM model with a uniform g(ω) with interval [−γ, γ], called the c-Winfree-Pazó (c-WP) model. Using the complex SC equation, we showed briefly that a discontinuous synchronization transition occurs with critical behavior, often called as a hybrid phase transition. We mainly focused on two-step discontinuous transitions that arises above the hybrid transition point: from incoherent (IC) to π, and then to traveling wave (TW) state, where the intermediate π state is characterized by a long-lasting metastability.
In this paper, we first recapitulate a general formalism of the complex SC equation which is applicable to general types of g(ω, K) [18] . Next we derive explicitly the complex SC equation for the c-WP model. In this case, π and TW states can emerge in the synchronized regime. The imaginary part of the SC equation determines the TW solution. A rich phase diagram is obtained and critical behaviors are derived explicitly as a function of the parameter set {p, Q ≡ |K 1 |/K 2 , γ}. On the other hand, the complex SC equation does not determine the stability of the solution rigorously. Instead, an empirical linear-stability of each complex SC equation solution can be analyzed [18] . However, we have shown numerically that their linear stability criterion could not discern the metastable states, which arises in the c-WP model.
Next, we consider the c-KM on Erdős and Rényi (ER) networks. First, using the heterogeneous mean-field approach, we check analytically whether the sychronization transitions of the all-to-all coupling case occur even on ER networks. We find that the synchronization transitions are overall similar. However, simulation results show significant differences. On ER networks, the mean degree of ER network q additionally plays an important role in determining synchronization transition properties. When q is small, TW state can disappear, even though the analytic and numerical solutions on the anneal ER networks predict the existence of the TW state. Moreover, transition type can be changed. This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we introduce the c-KM and investigate the origin of TW of oscillators. Mean-field solution of the TW is also presented. In Sec. III, we derive the complex SC equation by following the original Kuramoto method and the OA ansatz. In Sec. IV, we consider the c-WP model and derive the SC equation explicitly. Using the SC equation, we derive the order parameter R and Ω of the c-WP model for various Q = |K 1 |/K 2 and the half-width γ of uniform distribution g(ω). Thus, diverse phases such as IC, π and TW phases are characterized. Moreover, diverse phase transitions such as continuous, discontinuous, and hybrid phase transitions are observed. Based on such results, we construct phase diagrams for each Q < 1 and Q > 1. In Sec. V, we consider the c-KM model on ER networks. Using the heterogeneous mean-field approach, we obtain the SC equation for ER networks. In Sec. VI, we investigate the synchronization transitions on ER networks by solving the SC equation numerically and performing simulations. Phase diagrams and the behaviors of the order parameters are obtained as a function of p for various values of γ, Q, and mean degree q . In Sec. VII, we summarize our results.
II. THE COMPETING KURAMOTO MODEL
The c-KM on the completely connected networks is written aṡ
where each oscillator phase θ i has the intrinsic frequency ω i following a distribution function g(ω). In this Section, we do not assume a specific form of g(ω) yet. K i is a coupling constant of oscillator i.
(1 − p) fraction of nodes have a coupling constant K 1 < 0, while the remaining nodes have K 2 > 0. p is a control parameter. This c-KM can be possibly generalized to an arbitrary number of species of coupling constants. The synchronization transition is characterized by a complex order parameter at time t,
where R is the coherence of oscillators and ψ is the average phase. In the long time limit, the system falls into the stationary state, in which Z ≈ Re iΩt . The synchronization order parameter R distinguishes coherent (C) and IC phases. The C phase is further distinguished into π and traveling wave (TW) phase by the TW order parameter Ω. Overall, three phases are possible: IC (R = 0), π (R = 0, Ω = 0), and TW (R = 0, Ω = 0) phases.
Plugging the definition of the complex order parameter into the Kuramoto equation leads to an effective decoupling of oscillators,
Depending on the sign of coupling K i , the stability of an oscillator at a velocity-balancing position is reversed. Each oscillator with K 2 > 0 is attracted towards the average phase ψ with strength proportional to the coherency r, while each oscillator with K 1 < 0 is drawn towards the antipod ψ + π (Fig. 1) . Therefore, in the synchronized phase the oscillators are clustered into two groups, in which each positive or negative coupling population forms a separate group. The K 1 group, i.e., the group of oscillators with the coupling constant K 1 < 0, generally shows a more widespread angle distribution than the K 2 group, because each K 1 oscillator is repulsive to all other oscillators while each K 2 oscillator is attractive to all other oscillators.
In the π phase, the two groups are balanced at a separation angle π and stay fixed on the phase circle. In the TW phase, a separation less than π is maintained, where the attractive K 2 group tries to catch up with the K 1 group while the repulsive K 1 group tries to keep the states. Depending on the sign of coupling constant Ki, the stability of oscillator i at a force-balancing position is reversed. Each oscillator with K2 > 0 denoted by • is attracted towards the mean phase ψ, while each oscillator with K1 < 0 denoted by • is drawn towards the antipod ψ + π. Therefore, the oscillators are grouped into two in the π and TW phases.
distance with the K 2 group. As a result, the two groups corotate throughout the phase circle at a common angular speed Ω.
A. The origin of TW TW is possible in the competing model due to the asymmetric interaction. We stress that the sign difference in K 1 and K 2 is crucial in the formation of TW. The force exerted on K 1 by K 2 and the corresponding reaction on K 2 by K 1 are no longer in opposite direction, i.e., the action-reaction principle is broken. Therefore both K 1 and K 2 can run in the same direction.
A nonvanishing net interaction, however, does not necessarily lead to a steady TW propagation. The TW phase can emerge only if Q ≡ |K 1 |/K 2 < 1, when the attraction of the K 2 group is larger than the repulsion of the K 1 group, otherwise a separation less than π is not maintained. We construct a mean field theory in the following as the first attempt to understand the emergence of TW.
B. Mean field theory for the TW phase
In the TW phase, the system collectively rotates at a nonzero speed. The average angular speed of the two groups K 1 and K 2 and that of the total system are calculated as follows:
where e iθj 1,2 ≡ r 1,2 e iψ1,2 and the separation between the two groups is denoted as
The summation counts only for inter-group interactions because the intra-group interactions pairwisely cancel up to zero. When ∆ = π, sin ∆ is zero and therefore v 1 = v 2 = v = 0. However, in the TW phase, ∆ is less than π and the angular speed v is nonzero. Now for each group α = 1 and 2,
As a mean field approximation, we let ∆ ≈ θ 12 ≡
The approximation is valid as long as the distribution angle of each group is small. Let ∆ ≡ π − δ. Assuming that the amplitude parts are stable, the phase dynamics of δ is given asδ
where p u = 1/(Q + 1). Notice that for p > p u , the π state (δ = 0) is a stable solution. The stability of the π state is lost at p = p u as p is decreased, suggesting that a new solution with ∆ = π (TW) can possibly emerge for p < p u . Using the SC equation, it is found that the TW solution indeed exists in some interval [p , p u ]. However, this lower bound p is not determined from the mean field calculation.
III. THE COMPLEX SC EQUATION
Here we seek for steady state solutions Z ≈ Re iΩt . For this purpose, we apply the SC method as follows: In the rotating frame φ j ≡ θ j − Ωt, each oscillator followṡ
Depending on the relative strengths between the frequency disorder ω i − Ω and the coupling strength |K j R|, each oscillator is either phase-locked or drifting. The order parameter is written as
and time average is taken in the steady state regime for the self-consistency, which is denoted by the overline. Each oscillator with natural frequency satisfying |ω j − Ω| ≤ |K j |R becomes phase-locked at
which eventually contributes to the total synchronization order. Meanwhile each drifting oscillator satisfying |ω j − Ω| ≥ |K j |R will repeatedly lapse forward or behind the locked population. Their rotation period is calculated as
Therefore the contribution of the drifting oscillators to the order parameter R is zero. Indeed individual drifting oscillator contributes only to the order parameter Ω as
After some calculations, the complex SC equation is obtained as follows:
where g(K, ω) is the distribution of disorders of the c-KM, and sgn(x) = 1 and −1 for x > 0 and x < 0, respectively. The imaginary part on the right hand side of the complex SC equation (13) has to vanish, because R in the left hand side is real valued. Usually in the KM, Ω should be given as the mean intrinsic frequency of the system, i.e. the traveling wave order is absent. Therefore only the real part of the equation is needed to be solved. Indeed, when g is symmetric with respect to Ω, one can easily check that the integrand of the imaginary part becomes odd in ω and vanishes to zero. To obtain TW solution; however, the real and imaginary parts of the equation (13) must be solved simulatenously for R and Ω.
The complex SC equation can also be obtained by applying the OA ansatz to the continuum version of the KM.
The density function is assumed to have the form,
where a ω,K satisfies the equation,
Then the order parameter is given as
In the steady state, Eqs. (15) and (16) also lead to the complex SC equation that we derived in Eq. (13) [18] . For the Lorentzian frequency distribution g(ω) = γ/π ω 2 +γ 2 , the above integration can be carried out in the complex domain and only a single complex mode a * −iγ,K (for each K) is relevant to the order parameter. Such a dimensional reduction does not occur in general for other types of frequency distributions, but Eq. (16) remains valid. Therefore exact bifurcation analysis was studied in limited intrinsic frequency distributions, for instance, the Watanabe-Strogatz transform [14, 15] for identical oscillators or the OA methods for Lorentizan-type intrinsic frequency distributions [6, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] 19] . A general theory for the stability analysis is yet unknown.
It should be mentioned that the SC method does not determine the stability of the solution in general. The stability of each SC solution needs to be checked numerically. An empirical linear stability criterion proposed in Ref [18] have succeeded to correctly tell the stability of the self consistently obtained solutions in several cases with different intrinsic frequency distributions. However, we have pointed out in the previous paper that this criterion is incompelete for the metastable states with almost neutral stability, in case of the uniform instinsic frequency distribution [17] .
IV. THE c-WP MODEL
Thus far, we developed a general framework within which the c-KM can be explored. Here we study the c-KM with the uniform intrinsic frequency distribution in the range [−γ, γ] and two types of coupling constants K 1 < 0 or K 2 > 0 at a ratio of 1 − p to p. This model is called the competing Winfree-Pazó (c-WP) model. The distribution g(K, ω) is written as
In fact, the KM with uniform frequency distribution, called the Winfree-Pazó (WP) model, is known to exhibit a hybrid synchronization transition, which is a discontinuous phase transition [20] accompanying a critical behavior [21] . We also observe a hybrid phase transition as p is varied in the c-WP model with a critical exponent β p = 2/3 at p + c , analogous to β K = 2/3 as K is varied at K + c in the WP model [21] . This transition occurs when Q ≡ |K 1 |/K 2 < 1 ( Fig. 2(a) ). Furthermore when Q > 1, there exists an unstable hybrid transition as shown in Fig. 2(b) .
When Ω = 0, i.e., for the IC and π states, the imaginary part of Eq. (13) vanishes because the integrand becomes odd in ω. The transition from IC to π state is characterized by solving the real part of the SC equation,
where g(ω) = The integration of Eq. (18) when Q < 1 leads to
Note the IC (R = 0) state is a trivial solution of the above SC equation. The remaining nontrivial solutions correspond to π states. After inverting the above equations and solving for p, we obtain the inverse function of the order parameter curve p(R) as follows:
Numerical solutions of R(p) from the SC equations are represented as solid and dashed curves in Fig 3. Solid (dashed) curves are stable (unstable) through the linear stability analysis [18] , which will be discussed later. The order parameter curve R(p) shows a discontinuous jump of size R c at the critical point p c .
Expanding the intermediate branch
in powers of ≡ (R − R c )/R c after the jump gives:
Therefore the transition from IC to π state is hybrid as (R − R c ) ∼ (p − p c ) βp with β p = 2/3 for Q < 1. Notice at p c , the competing system has a mean coupling strength
which is equivalent to the critical coupling strength K c = 2/πg(0) = 4γ/π for IC → C of the WP model [20, 21] . Also the coincidence with the critical exponent value β K = 2/3 should be noticed for the WP model. This is rather natural because the WP model corresponds to a particular case of the c-WP model with p = 1. Besides these, a new type of transition additionally occurs in the c-WP model below. Thus far, the IC and π states and the transitions between the two phases are obtained exactly. TW solutions, however, could not be obtained in a closed form. Instead we solve the complex SC equation numerically. Solving the real and imaginary parts of the SC equation simultaneously (13), we obtain R(p) and Ω(p). Numerical solutions of R(p) and |Ω(p)| are shown in Fig. 3 . There exist two characteristic values γ a and γ b . i) For γ ≥ γ b , the transition IC π state at p c as shown in Fig. 3(a) . ii) For γ ≤ γ b , TW phase appears in the range [p , p u ] in Fig. 3(b) − Fig. 3(d) . iii) When γ a < γ < γ b , the transitions IC π → TW → π occur successively with increasing p (Fig. 3(b) ). Here we use the symbols (→), ( ), and ( ) to represent continuous, discontinuous and hybrid types of synchronization transition. iv) At γ = γ a , p c = p ; thus, IC TW → π occur successively (Fig. 3(c) ). v) When γ < γ a , p < p c < p u . R jumps from IC to TW state, and a hysteresis occurs between the IC and TW states in the interval [p , p c ], where IC TW → π occurs ( Fig. 3(d) ). The presence of TW state is evident in the bottom row of Fig. 3 , in which the order parameter |Ω(p)| of TW state is plot as a function of p. [20, 21] . For larger values of γ beyond γ h , the system is incoherent because the value of K2 is subcritical i.e. K2 < Kc ≡ 4γ/π, where Kc is the critical coupling strength of the WP model.
The integration of Eq. (18) when Q > 1 leads to
Taking a similar step, we obtain that
We remark that our result for the transition from IC to π when Q > 1 contains a discontinuous gap between the IC and an unstable solution as shown in Fig. 4 . Here the unstable solution follows (R − R c ) ∼ (p c − p) 2/3 , which gives the same exponent β p = 2/3; however, it has a reversed direction towards p < p c . In fact this Q > 1 hybrid transition is hidden in simulations, because it corresponds to an unstable branch. The discontinuous transition for Q > 1 shows a hysteresis curve which starts at p c,f = p c in the forward direction and at p c,b in the backward direction, where p c,f is given as
and p c,b and R c,b are determined numerically from the equation, dp dR
(28)
B. Phase diagram
Phase diagrams of synchronization transitions in the (p, γ) plane for various Q values are presented in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 5(a)−Fig. 5(b) , we consider the case Q > 1. The phase diagrams contain IC and π phases, and the hysteresis zone H of the two phases. Both types of dashed lines represent discontinuous transitions, but the forward transition from IC to π phase is hybrid. At Q = 1 in Fig. 5(b) , the hysteresis vanishes. The p = 1 line corresponds to the phase diagram of the WP model, and a hybrid synchronization transition occurs at γ h ≈ 0.78 (denoted by •) of the WP model [20, 21] . In Fig. 5(c)−Fig. 5(f) , we consider the case Q < 1. Part of the region of π state is occupied by the TW phase. The hysteresis region reappears between IC and TW. As the ratio Q is decreased, the interval [p , p u ] of TW state becomes broader.
C. The empirical stability of the SC solutions
In order to characterize the stability of the SC soltuions, Iatsenko et al. [18] assumed a linear relaxational dynamics of the complex order parameter for small perturbations near each SC solution. The (empirical) sta- bility matrixŜ is reproduced as follows:
where F R and F Ω are the real and imaginary parts of the SC complex order parameter. Explicity they are written as
In the stability matrixŜ, the relative strength between the proportional coefficients of δR and δΩ had been determined empirically [18] . The empirical stability of the SC solutions of the c-WP model is represented by the blue solid (stable) and dashed (unstable) curves in Fig. 3 . Our numerical result suggests that the linear stability criterion of [18] is partly fulfilled; some portions of the "stable" π curve are not covered by the simulation data points in the long-time limit. Interestingly, however, the order parameter stays for quite a long time at these uncovered parts, before it finally settles down in the stable stationary line occupied by the symbols in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) . These parts uncovered by simulation data are not stable but metastable. The detailed analysis were presented in Ref. [17] .
V. THE SC EQUATION ON ER NETWORKS
Now we generalize the competing KM to structured networks. The Kuramoto equation is written aṡ
where the normalization q is equivalent to the expected number of terms in the summation. a ij is the adjacent matrix. On the ER network, a ij = 1 if two nodes i and j are connected, otherwise a ij = 0. In case of all-to-all connections, this equation reduces to Eq. (2). Now we consider an annealed ER network, in which
q i and q j are degrees of nodes i and j, respectively. Each degree follows a Poisson distribution,
where again q is the mean degree. With the order parameter defined as the degree weighted phase coherence
the model is written aṡ
where we take φ = 0 for simplicity. In the stationary limit, the oscillators satisfying |ω i − Ω| ≤ |K i |q i H/ q are phase locked, where Ω denotes the angular velocity of the complex order parameter He iφ . Each locked oscillator contributes a phasor of
while each drifting oscillator rotating with a period
has the time averaged contribution of
Thus the self-consistency equation of the competing KM on an ER network is written as
where we used a shorthand notation X = q (ω − Ω)/(KH).
VI. SYNCHRONIZATION TRANSITIONS OF c-WP MODEL ON ER NETWORKS
SC solutions of the c-WP model on the annealed ER networks were obtained numerically by solving Eq. (39). The phase diagram is obtained in Fig. 6 . TW regime extends as the network mean degree q is increased. As q → N , we confirm that the solution is reduced to the previous solution on the all-to-all network in Fig. 5(c) . The stability of these heterogeneous mean field solutions was tested by numerical simulations on the annealed ER network governed by Eq. (35). The black symbols in Fig. 7 represent the stationary states of the simulation, reached after waiting a sufficiently long time. The solid (dotted) blue curves in Fig. 7 denote stable (unstable) solutions of the SC equations under the linear empirical stability criterion, which was calculated similarly as before [17, 18] . We observe that TW and π phaes also occur in the annealed ER network. Also, the empirical stability condition works in this heterogeneous mean field solution in most of the regime, however as before, metastability do arise in the solid blue π states uncovered by the simulation data points.
Numerical simulations were performed on ER random networks using the KM with the conventional adjacency matrix (31). In Fig. 7 , the simulation data points initially started from coherent/incoherent state are denoted by green ( )/red (•) symbols, and some similarity and difference are noticed from the mean field results on the annealed ER networks. TW and π phases also arise in the c-KM model on ER networks, but the mean degree q needs to be sufficiently large. Moreover, the order of transition may change depending on q . In the ER network with low mean degree (a)−(d), TW is not observed and the synchronization transition to π requires the fraction of K 2 oscillators p larger than p c ≈ 0.66, and the transition is continuous; however, the p c of the heterogeneous mean field result is smaller and the transition can be discontinuous. For intermediate mean degree (e)−(h), we observe the emergence of TW similarly to the mean-field prediction, but the order of transition depends on the frequency half width γ in contrast. We investigate what happens in the system for the case of transition in Fig. 7 (e). In the forward transition, a jump is noticed at p c = 0.55. In Fig. 8 , we find at this point the K 2 oscillators begin to phase lock into a semi-circle in the phase circle, while prior to which the oscillators are not locked. This amounts to the mechanism of hybrid jump transition of the Pazó model [21] . In Fig. 7 (e) we unexpectedly find a hysteresis behavior for p in range [0.54, 0.55], which is not seen from the mean field calculations and simulations. We remark in Fig. 7 (g) the TW regime exists, although the angular velocity is very small (Fig. 9 ). For higher mean degree Fig. 7 (i)−(l), the hybrid jump transition at p c is gradually restored. Furthermore, metastability is noticed at the transition points of Figs. 7(i) and 7(j), similarly to our previous all-to-all model [17] and the heterogeneous mean field model. A metastable jump trajectory and linearized 18 from left to right, and q = 10, 40, and 160 from top to bottom. The blue curves and black data points are self consistency solutions and the simulation results of the annealed ER network aij = qiqj/N q . Red (•) and green ( ) symbols denote simulation results of ER network starting from incohrent (cohrent) initial states. Each red/green data point corresponds to a single random network realization. Synchronization from IC to TW or π also occurs in the ER network. Here, the phase transition not only depends on the frequency half width γ but it additionally depends on the mean degree q . Noticeably, TW phase is not observed for ER network with relatively low mean degree q ≈ 10. For dense ER network of large mean degree q ≥ 160, the result fits well with the mean field calculations.
flows around the SC solutions are shown in Fig. 10 . Starting from an incoherent state, the system quickly jumps to the (meta)stable π (red), and spends some time at the metastable basin characterized by the π and the TW saddle (green), and finally reaches the stable TW (red). In contrary to our previous paper, the saddle TW (green) is placed close to the metastable π and has a small traveling speed |Ω|. However, the qualitative understandings Fig. 7(g) . After the transition from IC to TW at p indicated by an arrow, the K2 oscillators are merged into a single velocity cluster. In the π state, the K1 oscillators also become fully locked to this K2 velocity cluster. The total number of oscillators is N = 10 4 .
on the metastability remains the same.
VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have investigated synchronization transitions in the c-KM with uniform intrinsic frequency distribution on completely connected networks and on ER networks. For the former case, we presented the SC solutions and the critical exponent of the IC to π hybrid synchronization transition explicitly. Phase diagrams including the IC, π, and TW phases were obtained analytically for different ratios Q ≡ |K 1 |/K 2 of coupling constants as a function of p and γ, the fraction of nodes with positive coupling constant K 2 and the half width of the uniform distribution, respectively. Diverse synchronization transition types and critical behaviors were determined analytically or numerically. Linear stability of each SC solution was tested by numerical simulations.
Next, the synchronization transition was investigated on the random network. Some of the synchronization features depend on the level of network mean degree. When mean degree is large, overall behaviors of synchronization transition are similar to those on the completely connected networks. However, when mean degree is small, the TW phase was not observed in numerical simulation, even though the heterogeneous mean field solution on the annealed ER networks predicts the existence of TW state under appropriate other control parameters. Transition features appear differently. We hope that our results are helpful for understanding the synchronization pattern and improving the control strategy of synchronization in brain [23] [24] [25] [26] .
